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SCHEDULE 10

Emissions from certain Motor Vehicles

Part I
Vehicles Propelled By Spark Ignition Engines

1. This Part of this Schedule applies to a vehicle if, when the engine is running without load at a
normal idling speed, the carbon monoxide content of the exhaust emissions from the engine exceeds
the relevant percentage of the total exhaust emissions from the engine by volume.

2. This Part of this Schedule also applies to a vehicle if, when the engine is running without load
at a fast idling speed—

(a) the carbon monoxide content of the exhaust emissions from the engine exceeds 0.3% of
the total exhaust emissions from the engine by volume;

(b) the hydrocarbon content of those emissions exceeds 0.02% of the total exhaust emissions
from the engine by volume; or

(c) the lambda value is not within the relevant limits.

3. For the purposes of this Part of this Schedule the relevant percentage, in respect of a vehicle,
is—

(a) if the vehicle is of a description specified in the Annex to the emissions publication, the
percentage shown against that description of vehicle in column 2(a) of that Annex; or

(b) if the vehicle is not of such a description, 0.5%.

4. For the purposes of this Part of this Schedule, in the case of a vehicle of a description specified
in the Annex to the emissions publication, the engine shall be regarded as running at a normal idling
speed if and only if the engine is running at a rotational speed between the minimum and maximum
limits shown against that description of vehicle in columns 2(b) and (c) respectively of that Annex.

5. For the purposes of this Part of this Schedule an engine shall be regarded as running at a fast
idling speed if—

(a) the vehicle is of a description specified in the Annex to the emissions publication and the
engine is running at a rotational speed between the minimum and maximum limits shown
against that description of vehicle in columns 3(e) and (f) respectively of that Annex; or

(b) the vehicle is not of such a description and the engine is running at a rotational
speedbetween 2,500 and 3,000 revolutions per minute.

6. For the purposes of this Part of this Schedule, the lambda value, in respect of a vehicle, shall
be regarded as being within relevant limits, if and only if—

(a) the vehicle is of a description specified in the Annex to the emissions publication and the
lambda value is between the minimum and maximum limits shown against that description
of vehicle in columns 3(c) and (d) respectively of that Annex; or

(b) the vehicle is not of such a description and the lambda value is between 0.97 and 1.03.

7. In this Part of this Schedule—
(a) a reference to the lambda value, in relation to a vehicle at any particular time, is a reference

to the ratio by mass of air to petrol vapour in the mixture entering the combustion chambers
divided by 14.7; and
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(b) “the emissions publication” is the publication entitled “In-Service Exhaust Emissions
Standards for Road Vehicles (Third Edition)” (ISBN 0-9526457-2-6) published by the
Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions.
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